
Be Able To

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Father Blair went off laughing, and said he was afraid he
____________________________ his son's cooking.
1.

(would/not/stand)

After two years of silence, it was a relief ______________________ of his
trouble.
2.

(indefinite/speak)

______________________________________ the difference of his
confession from Venner's legendary narration which, unfettered by the reality
of present emotions, had been taken under the protection of the comic spirit?

3.

(why/he/past perfect/not/perceive/?)

How did I know I _____________________ the door?4. (would/open)

Of course, here and there we _________________________ a few laws.5.
(present perfect/pass)

He now had an opportunity to satisfy the cravings for knowledge, which the
hardships of his early life ______________________________.
6.

(past perfect/not/stifle)

For instance, man __________________________ units and to give an
equal weight and value to bits of gold.
7.

(present perfect/create)

________________________________ the plans?8.
(he/would/carry out/?)

She desired of all things _____________________ to him of her coming
hopes.
9.

(indefinite/talk)

I thought that if I could climb up on the back of the only chair which was in
my apartment, I ________________________ over the partition and satisfy
my curiosity.

10.

(should/see)

You see we _____________________________ the things anywhere.11.
(present perfect/not/find)
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I was obliged to buy your bit of ground now, as I
__________________________________ any just when I wanted it.
12.

(might/past/not/get)

He was greatly struck by the enormous size and vast strength of creature,
and stood for a few moments considering whether he
_____________________________ away some souvenir of the adventure.

13.

(might/not/carry)

From whence it came he ____________________________.14.
(past simple/not/determine)

Had it been still day he _____________________________________ the
impulse to repeat that experience of his boyhood.
15.

(would/past/not/resist)

He has forgotten the name, but the man who used to work with him in his
shop __________________________ it.
16.

(may/remember)

And having three other children of the same age, his parents
_____________________________ of names for all of them.
17.

(past perfect/not/think)

And of course he ______________________ it.18. (would/do)

Detailed study should be based upon the animal's habits, movements,
and instincts, and each detail should be studied as an answer to questions
such as: ____________________________________ these movements?

19.

(how/the animal/present simple/perform/?)

He _____________________________ what he is doing.20.
(must/comprehend)
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